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In this regard, it takes a behaviourist or functionalist approach to the study of the mind. Two rooms are used
with some arrangement for communicating moves, and a game is played between C and either A or the paper
machine. Descartes fails to consider the possibility that future automata might be able to overcome such
insufficiency, and so does not propose the Turing test as such, even if he prefigures its conceptual framework
and criterion. For reference, post-mortem analysis of their Transducer contents revealed these "mice" had
learned it was best to stay near the food and not to explore their enclosure. Each machine demonstrated
learning associated with teacher "interference" Turing  During the Long Now Turing Test, each of three
Turing test judges will conduct online interviews of each of the four Turing test candidates i. Even then, the
similarities are only qualitative. Weaknesses[ edit ] Turing did not explicitly state that the Turing test could be
used as a measure of intelligence, or any other human quality. Interaction duration between judge and entity
has varied in Loebner Prizes. Host-specific drives associated with avoiding painful affect or host-destructive
situations do exist. They had learned too well how to survive. The replication experiments described here
extended the P-Type Unorganised Machine and used it as part of larger machine intelligence research projects.
Rouly, O. This experiment took place on a 2-D graphical surface that seems quite primitive by the "virtual
world" standards. Introduction to Computer Theory. Fig 2 shows the first experiment as it appeared on a
computer screen while in operation. Nonetheless, some of these experts have been deceived by the machines.
In operation, the icon hosts were free to move about the maze until they were eaten, their energy levels were
depleted, or they adapted, found available food, avoided their predators, and survived Rouly 1. Behaviors
known to produce painful affect may be associated with P-Type Transducers devoted to avoiding painful or
host-destructive consequences. Turing was a homosexual, and this resulted in a criminal prosecution in
homosexual acts were illegal in the UK at that time , and he accepted treatment with female hormones
chemical castration , as an alternative to prison. Anticipated affect can be recorded in the Transducer for
recognition purposes but will incur concomitant specificity and dimensionality problems. The second
experiment reported by Rouly ibid. However, if there were a machine that did have the potential to pass a
Turing test, it would be safe to assume a double blind control would be necessary. This article will show that
the P-Type algorithm can be instantiated. Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that Turing actually wanted
someone to build his P-Types, test them, and expand them if it were possible so to do. The P-Type machine
was mounted on the circuit card to the left in the card cage. In this way, the P-Type becomes a penultimate
transaction learner in that it is always ready to record the last effect transaction if the current affect transaction
produces either neutral affect or an adaptive result. Principles of Behavior. Method In his essay, Alan Turing
described a simple computing machine that he intended to be a machine intelligence and a few results that
came from his manual exercise of the device. Is it true that by modifying this computer to have an adequate
storage, suitably increasing its speed of action, and providing it with an appropriate programme, C can be
made to play satisfactorily the part of A in the imitation game, the part of B being taken by a man? The most
important parts of that method have just described. Like the earlier experiments ibid. Player A is a man, player
B is a woman and player C who plays the role of the interrogator is of either sex. Each "agency" controlled
one respective host icon-bug. Experience working with these machines also suggests that, perhaps, Turing
intended for these machines to adapt whether their "teacher" was human or an arbitrary environmental
stimulus provided as a feedback cue and interpreted by the machine as pleasure or pain affect. Subsequently,
the machine including Turing showed continuous cybernetic steered-feedback , self-organizing operation.
Only one of the four feed stations circles in four corners was active at a time. The horizontal axis shows each
of the "mice" trials. Available from complex gmu. This result seems to be consistent with results reported in
Cioffi-Revilla et al. The article noted that the first Loebner winner's victory was due, at least in part, to its
ability to "imitate human typing errors. In contrast to that description, this article reports three replication
experiments intended to better understand the limits of the Turing algorithm and its instantiable potential.


